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MoMA has created a well-rounded class series on 

Coursera (www.coursera.com), an online education 

provider. 

Their online courses cover a range of topics from 

fashion to photography -  to broaden public knowledge 

and spread historical value of the arts. 

Our focus: Satisfaction ratings surrounding MoMA’s 

most popular course, “Seeing Through Photographs”, 

with over 217,665 participants enrolled.

Introduction

Figure: Depicts the the top 8 courses by enrollment

http://www.coursera.com


The research origin lied in the completion 

rates as “Seeing Through Photographs” had 

around 154,443 participants commence the 

course but only 4,767 completed it.

The Research Origin

Figure: Funnel contrasts total # of students enrolled to 

how many began and completed the course



Finding : Dropping out after the second module



Methodology
● Data from MoMA’s Coursera

○ Course participants demographics 

○ Course enrollment rate

○ Course completion data

○ Course drop-off points

○ Course engagement rates

○ Post-course survey

○ Public reviews (1, 2, 3 and 5 star ratings)

● Competitive Review from Class Central

● Course Feedback from Coursera 

○ Week (Week 1, Week 2; Week 3, Week 4, Week 5, Week 6, General);

○ Language;

○ Sentiment (Positive, Negative, Neutral);

○ Topic (Quizz, Peer Review, Readings, Videos, Photos, Instructors, Interaction, Course)



Findings Overview

Figure: Word Cloud depicting key words 

from 1346 positive feedback received 

Some positive keywords that stood out were history, quality and interesting. 

Some prominent negative keywords were time, language and subtitles.

Figure: Word Cloud depicting key words 

from 52 negative feedback received



Finding 1 
Learners look for content in their own 

language

● The course is delivered in English language

● User demographics - majority of learners - from other 

languages, such as Spanish, Italian or French 

● Asked for the high quality video subtitles in their own 

language. 

● Suggested providing the translations of the readings

“It is a very good course, organized, but for Spanish speakers it 
can be a bit complex, as it does not have subtitles.”

Figure 8: “Seeing Through Photographs” learners 
by their Language from 1528 comments



Recommendation 1
Highlight Coursera’s Subtitle Feature



Course title and purpose are not clear

● Not sure about the purpose of the course - when enrolling 

● Some were convinced - will introduce them into the history of photography

● Others - expecting a course focusing on teaching how to take pictures and looked for the practical 

part of the course

“It give insight in the history of photography 

and is a stimulating start to do more 

research.”

“I gained a broader understanding of the history of 

American photography and some of the forces that has 

shaped it. Not a new skill.”

Finding 2 



● Make it more explicit in the course introduction and description.

● Reformulate the course title to touch on intended history, theory and critical thinking.

Recommendation 2
Clarify Course Description & Course Objectives in the Introduction



Increase Course Accessibility

● Recognized the professional content provided 

● Transcript text used in the videos is too small and uncomfortable to read and follow. 

● Pleased with the videos but were dissatisfied with the quality of the readings. 

● Text used in the scans were too small and very difficult to read

● Readings, at times, were very academic

“The language used in the 

required literature is intensive for 

those of us who have not been 

back at college for a while.”

“The downloadable pdf 

were illegible and hardly 

printable.”

“Better scans, some of them were 

difficult to read, pdfs should be 

formatted to fit a single page in full 

screen. It’s almost impossible to read 

from a cell phone.”

Finding 3



● To improve their quality

● Same orientation, if possible, bigger font 

● Would increase their accessibility

Recommendation 3
Rescan Readings



Experienced difficulty in three aspects involving the quizzes. 

● Content was not aligned with lessons’ emphasis or course objectives 

● Unsure how to assess which details held more value than others 

● Desired questions that were less static or fact-based and more open-ended and thought-provoking 

Assignments

● Felt the assignments were extensive 

● Difficult to get through

Finding 4 
Assignments & Quizzes Unaligned with Course Objectives 



● Shorter assignments to stay focused

● Balance quiz questions from static questions to more critical thinking prompts

○ E.g. What year did x occur >> why was the notion of x influential in photography today? 

● Clearly align testing content with learning objectives and module content

○ Would make quizzes and assignments feel less confusing

○ E.g. Ensure topics emphasized in a module’s videos and readings are incorporated cohesively 

throughout its corresponding quiz, assignment and final. 

● Provide an offline prompt

○ E.g. Take their own photos outdoors or researching inspiring figures in this craft.

Recommendation 4
Refine and Refocus Course Assignments and Quizzes



Community Building Through Course Content

● Desired support  - especially when experiencing a language barrier. 

● Unable to discuss their new knowledge with others 

● Wanted the opportunity to engage with other participants

Post-course questionnaire

● Desire for more participation from instructors and artists in the discussion forum 

● More ways to stay involved in the course such as live-streamed question and answers

Finding 5 



Figure: Depicts participants top preferences for course improvement from post-course questionnaire (14 replies)



● New Course offerings
○ To further develop their skills focusing on theory and critical thinking
○ Requested a chance to learn practical photography skills

● Active participation in the online forum
○ Open forum moderator roles to course alumni and past students

● “Seeing through the photographs” in social media
○ Create a course inspired hashtag. E.g. #momathroughphoto
○ Create a course-dedicated Instagram page, Flickr or Facebook group

Recommendation 5
Connect and Expand “Seeing Through Photographs” Community



“Seeing Through Photographs” course fits into this mission - To educate the audience. 

The learners:

● Say the focus of the course“... it is about understanding photographs, not about taking photographs.”

● Appreciated the opportunity to learn both the critical thinking and the history of photography. 

● Were inspired by the quality of materials and the professionalism of the course. 

● Noticed, that MoMA allows them to access the knowledge, which otherwise would not be accessible 

for them.

● Were thrilled about the course content and look forward to the more advanced versions of this 

course. 

Implementation of the above mentioned recommendations, can increase the learners 

satisfaction and increase the completion rate of the course.

Conclusion



Let’s take a look at the Infographic!

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G-4DpmcgSrXTE8i3eCzUdXkmiENQUV_J




Any Questions?


